In recent decades, clinicians have expressed a need to diagnose personality pathology in a more clinically meaningful way than was done in the fourth and earlier editions of the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders* (DSM-IV),[@R1] by utilizing psychodynamic concepts and offering a more balanced perspective on both healthy and maladaptive patterns of personality functioning.[@R2]--[@R7] Above all, measurement of personality pathology on a dimensional scale requires a developmental perspective and addressing both pathologic and healthy aspects of personality functioning, which was often missing in clinical practice.[@R2],[@R5] In addition, there was limited evidence for the clinical utility of the DSM-IV personality disorders (PDs) for individual case formulations and clinical decision-making, such as in planning appropriate psychotherapeutic treatment.[@R8] The goal of the introduction of the Alternative Model for PDs in Section III (Emerging Measures and Models) of the DSM-5,[@R9] which describes problems with personality functioning (ie, self-functioning and interpersonal-functioning) as well as maladaptive personality traits as the core of a PD, was to fulfill this need.

The developmental approach to personality functioning is both theoretically and practically most strongly elaborated in the psychodynamic perspective. Although measuring psychodynamic concepts in a reliable way has long been considered complex, in recent decades considerable progress has been made, which has resulted in the development of several assessment instruments. Methods that have been developed to assess and measure ego strength and psychodynamic personality functioning for clinical practice are mostly based on clinical interviewing, such as *Kernberg's Structural Interview*,[@R10],[@R11] the *Developmental Profile*,[@R12] or more recently, the *Semi-Structured Interview for Personality Functioning in DSM-5* (STiP-5.1).[@R13],[@R14] Available self-report screeners that give some indication of impairments in these structural and psychodynamic personality characteristics include the *General Assessment of Personality Disorder* (GAPD),[@R15],[@R16] the *Inventory of Personality Organization* (IPO),[@R17] the *Severity Indices of Personality Problems* (SIPP-118),[@R18] the *Level of Personality Functioning Self Report* (LPFS-SR),[@R19] and *the LPFS Brief Form*.[@R20]

However, a validated self-report instrument measuring personality functioning from a more comprehensive developmental psychodynamic perspective has not yet been available. In this article, we introduce such a self-report measure, the *Developmental Profile Inventory* (DPI),[@R21] which is based on the *Developmental Profile* (DP) interview assessment procedure.[@R12],[@R22],[@R23]

The original DP provides an overview of strengths and vulnerabilities of personality functioning along various developmental lines, such as *social attitudes*, *object relations*, *self-esteem*, *norms*, *needs*, and *problem-solving strategies* (*defense mechanisms* and *coping styles*). Patients are scored on 9 hierarchically organized *developmental levels* that indicate the degree of maturity on every developmental line (see Appendix, Supplemental Digital Content 1, <http://links.lww.com/JPP/A33>, for an illustration of the DP model). The DP model distinguishes 3 "Primitive" levels of functioning (*Lack of Structure*, *Fragmentation*, *Egocentricity*), 3 "Neurotic" levels of functioning (*Dependency, Resistance*, *Rivalry*), and 3 Adaptive levels of functioning (*Individuation*, *Solidarity*, *Generativity*). The clinical usefulness of the DP interview relies on standardizing psychodynamic personality diagnostics to make it more convenient for diagnosis and treatment planning[@R22] as well as empirical research.

Multiple studies have examined the psychometric properties of the DP interview and scoring method.[@R23]--[@R29] These studies showed sufficient (interrater) reliability and internal consistency. Predictive validity with respect to the process and outcome of treatment was also established. Finally, empirical support was found for an underlying bipolar continuum, representing the hierarchical organization of the developmental levels ranging from primitive maladaptive behavioral patterns up to more neurotic functioning and adaptive, mature capabilities.

In line with the DP interview assessment procedure, the DPI operationalizes not only maladaptive behavioral patterns but also healthy personality characteristics. Within the DPI these characteristics are not mutually exclusive---that is, both types of functioning are measured on separate levels, next to each other.

Adult behavior can best be understood as the result of an interaction between these maladaptive and adaptive levels of functioning. Therefore, and in contrast to the Alternative DSM-5 Model for PDs, adaptive and maladaptive patterns of functioning can be assessed separately, next to each other in a nonexclusive way. In line with the DP, the DPI measures psychodynamic personality functioning within 3 domains: *self*, *interpersonal functioning*, and *problem-solving strategies* which includes both defense mechanisms and coping strategies. In this way, we believe the DPI captures 3 major personality concepts for formulating an appropriate case conceptualization, for treatment selection, and for tailoring treatment to the patient's capabilities, needs, and individual goals. For instance, it might enable the therapist to differentiate between an insight-oriented approach or a more structured symptom-oriented or problem-oriented approach (eg, Van Manen et al[@R30]).

Moreover, as an easily applicable instrument, the DPI may serve to monitor processes during psychotherapeutic treatment and to measure outcomes of treatment and at follow-up. It could also facilitate research into psychodynamic concepts in larger populations. Finally, the DPI could be used as a screener for personality pathology to determine whether a more comprehensive psychodynamic assessment, such as administration of the full DP interview version, is indicated.

The DPI consists of 108 items that reflect the 9 *developmental levels* of psychodynamic functioning, each covering the domains of *self*, *interpersonal functioning*, and *problem-solving strategies*. Consistent with the DP, the DPI consists of 6 maladaptive developmental levels, *Lack of Structure*, *Fragmentation*, *Egocentricity*, *Dependence*, *Resistance*, and *Rivalry*, with the first 3 levels organized in a Primitive cluster and the second 3 levels organized in a Neurotic cluster. In addition, there is a cluster of 3 Adaptive developmental levels: *Individuation*, *Solidarity*, and *Generativity*.

OBJECTIVE AND STUDY DESIGN
==========================

The goal of this article is to introduce the DPI and to present results concerning its reliability and fundamental aspects of its validity. The following hypotheses were tested or explored. First, in terms of reliability, we expected the DPI scales to show both sufficient internal consistency and short-term test-retest reliability (ie, resistance to the influence of temporary emotional states). Second, in terms of validity, the study was designed to investigate construct validity by means of a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA); given the organization of items in the DPI, we expected to fit a correlated 3-second order factor model incorporating 9-first order factors. This model has the following structure: the first second order factor represents the Primitive cluster, with first order factors *Lack of Structure*, *Fragmentation*, and *Egocentricity*; the next second order factor represents the Neurotic cluster, with first order factors *Dependence*, *Resistance*, and *Rivalry*, the final second order factor represents the Adaptive cluster with first order factors *Individuation*, *Solidarity*, and *Generativity*. Furthermore, we expected the DPI scales to differentiate between normal controls and clinical patients with PDs (concurrent validity). Finally, we expected to find moderate, significant correlations among the subscales of the DPI and other self-report measures of global personality pathology (convergent validity) as well as significant, but lower in magnitude, correlations with self-reported psychological complaints (discriminant validity).

This study employed a cross-sectional design, with the exception of the test-retest measurements in subsamples, and explored pooled samples of patients and normal controls in the Netherlands.

METHOD
======

Participants
------------

The sample of patients with PDs (PD sample; N=179) represented referrals from 2012 through 2014 to 2 mental health care institutions in the Netherlands: Pro Persona Lunteren (n=142) and GGz Central Amersfoort (n=37). These institutions offer a variety of outpatient, day hospital, and inpatient services for the diagnosis and treatment of PDs, such as schema-focused therapy and psychodynamic psychotherapy.

Patients completed the DPI as part of the standard intake assessment procedures. Of the 179 patients, 30% were men and 70% women, mean age was 32.9 years (SD=9.4 y, range=19 to 56 y). Educational level was low (primary school/lower vocational education) in 19.0%, intermediate (secondary school/intermediate vocational education) in 49.7%, and high (upper vocational education/university) in 31.3%. All of the patients in the sample met criteria for at least one DSM-IV PD \[as assessed by the LEAD[@R31] (longitudinal expert evaluation that uses all data)\] procedure.

The healthy controls (control sample; N=228) were comprised of 3 samples: a sample of health care professionals in training as psychiatrists or clinical psychologists (n=96), a community sample of volunteers living in the proximity of Erasmus University, Rotterdam (n*=*95), and a sample of health care workers and non--health care employees (eg, receptionists, office managers) of Arkin Mental Health Care Institution, Amsterdam (n=37). Data were collected between 2012 and 2015. Normal controls who reported having received psychological help at least once in the preceding 6 months were excluded from the healthy control sample, as were participants who were 75 years of age or older. In the control sample, 24.8% were men, 75.2% were women, and the mean age was 47.2 years (SD=14.6 y, range=22 to 74 y). Educational level was low in 6.6%, intermediate in 12.8%, and high in 80.5%. Informed consent was obtained from all participants in the study.

The concurrent validity analysis, in which the PD sample was compared with the control sample with respect to mean scores on the various subscales of the DPI, was conducted in a subsample from the control sample. To rule out demographic characteristics as confounders, we took a subsample that matched, as closely as possible, the PD sample with respect to age, sex, and educational level. We used a stratified random sampling procedure in which we randomly sampled participants from strata based on age, sex, and educational level. The main objective was to obtain a ratio of low versus intermediate/high educational level that matched the ratio in the PD sample (ie, 19% vs. 81%) while at the same time matching the ratio of men to women in the PD sample (ie, 30% vs. 70%).

In the resulting control subsample (n=79), 30.4% were men and 69.6% were women, and the mean age was 46.5 years (SD=16.2 y, range=22 to 74 y). Educational level was low in 19.0%, intermediate in 36.7%, and high in 44.3%.

Test-retest reliability was examined in a subset of the original control sample (n=101) and in a subset of the PD sample (n=48). The participants completed the DPI self-report twice within a 13- to 37-day interval (mean=17 d) and, in the case of the patients, before treatment.

Convergent and discriminant validity were examined in a subset of the PD sample (n=98) for whom data were available on related self-report measures, namely the SIPP-118,[@R18] the PDQ-4+,[@R32] and the Outcome Questionnaire (OQ-45).[@R33]

Measures
--------

### SIPP-118

The SIPP-118[@R18] is a self-report tool measuring the severity of the generic and changeable components of PDs. The SIPP-118 consists of 118 items rated on a 4-point Likert scale, covering 16 facets of personality functioning, organized in 5 higher order domains: self-control, identity integration, relational capacities, responsibility, and social concordance. The SIPP-118 has been extensively used in both clinical and academic fields and its psychometric properties have been well established.[@R18],[@R34]

### The PDQ-4+

The PDQ-4+[@R32] (Dutch translation[@R35]) is a 99-item true-false self-report measure that corresponds directly to the criteria for DSM-IV PDs. The PDQ-4+ contains 1 item for each DSM-IV PD criterion, which can be summed to a PD scale total score. In the current study, the PDQ total score was calculated as an indication of overall personality disturbance. Furthermore, PD symptom counts were computed by summing the items for each PD. Psychometric properties of the current version of the PDQ-4+ justify using this instrument as a screener, in particular for the presence or absence of specific PDs.[@R36],[@R37]

### The OQ-45

The OQ-45[@R33] is a self-report instrument consisting of 45 items scored on a 5-point Likert scale. It is widely used to monitor clinical change in patients in mental health care settings. The instrument consists of 3 dimensions considered to be related to clinical change, namely, levels of psychiatric symptoms, performance in various social roles, and interpersonal functioning. In this study, the total score for the OQ-45 was calculated as a general indicator of psychological complaints. In earlier research (cross-cultural) validity was established, and reliabilities were found to be sufficient for most of the subscales and the total sum score.[@R33],[@R38]

Constructing the DPI
--------------------

The DPI was derived from the DP clinical assessment procedure and scoring protocol. To develop relevant items, the authors selected item descriptions from the DP scoring protocol, and prototypical statements made by patients during DP interviews, which were known to the authors of the DPI. The authors then selected the most relevant items from this aggregated list of potential items on the basis of an expert, intuitive, clinical point of view.

The original 9 developmental lines of the DP were merged into 3 DPI domains: *self*, *interpersonal functioning*, and *problem-solving strategies.* The first 2 domains seemed most relevant to retain in light of the formulation of the Alternative DSM-5 Model for PDs, and the third domain of problem-solving behavior was retained since it explicitly focuses on habitual defense mechanisms and coping strategies, and thus seems important as a treatment focus. Within these domains, we distinguished 6 maladaptive levels (ie, 3 Primitive levels, *Lack of Structure*, *Fragmentation*, and *Egocentricity*, and 3 Neurotic levels, *Dependence*, *Resistance*, and *Rivalry*), and 3 Adaptive levels (ie, *Individuation*, *Solidarity*, and *Generativity*). Within each developmental level, 4 items refer to 1 of the 3 domains, as a consequence each developmental level consists of 12 items. As in the original DP model, the developmental levels are organized in a hierarchical order.

Items in the DPI are presented as statements about habitual functioning, such as, *I can only relax when I have everything under control* (here, the level is *Resistance*, and the domain is *problem-solving strategies*). Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows some examples of items in the DPI. Respondents are asked to consider the degree to which statements habitually apply to them, thus how they *usually* experience themselves. The response format for each item is a 4-point Likert scale: not applicable at all (0), partly applicable (1), clearly applicable (2), and (almost) completely applicable (3). After the questionnaire is completed, item scores are summed to compute the relevant subscale (ie, developmental level) scores. These sum scores for the 9 developmental levels (ie, *Lack of Structure*, *Fragmentation*, *Egocentricity*, *Dependence*, *Resistance*, *Rivalry*, *Individuation*, *Solidarity*, and *Generativity*) compose the patient's DP.

###### 

Examples of Maladaptive and Adaptive Items in the Developmental Profile Inventory
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In the next phase of constructing the DPI, 8 clinicians (clinical psychologists, psychotherapists, and psychiatrists) with extensive experience with the DP interview were asked to indicate, blindly from each other, the developmental level to which they believed each item referred. In addition, these clinicians could comment or make suggestions for improving the items. As a guideline, items that were correctly assigned to the corresponding developmental level by fewer than 6 expert judges (\<75%) were revised. This criterion resulted in adjustments being made in 19 items.

Subsequently, the 8 clinicians judged the revised list of 108 items in a second round. For all levels, at least 75% of the judges assigned each item to the appropriate level. The average correct assignment among judges was 87.8% (SD=16.0). The interrater reliability among judges was excellent with an intraclass correlation of 0.95 (95% confidence interval, 0.94-0.96). These results indicate good face validity.

Statistical Analyses
--------------------

### Internal Consistency/Composite Reliability

Internal consistency/composite reliability was determined using the Cronbach α coefficient,[@R39] the McDonald omega~h~ (ω~h~, where h relates to the hierarchical or general factor),[@R40],[@R41] and item-rest correlations (*rir*, *which indicates, for each level, the correlation between each item and the total score, with that item excluded*), which were determined separately for the PD sample (N=179), the control sample (N*=*228), and the matched control subsample (n=79). The coefficient ω~h~ indicates how well a common factor explains the variance in the scale scores for each subscale in the questionnaire. We regarded 0.70 as the threshold for acceptable reliability and 0.20 as the threshold for acceptable average item-rest correlations.[@R42],[@R43]

### Factor Structure

Construct validity was examined using CFA with Robust Maximum Likelihood estimation to account for non-normality of item scores. Because a ratio of subjects-to-variables of 4:1 or larger in CFA is advised,[@R44] we studied the combined healthy and PD sample with N=384 after list-wise deletion of missing values. Computations were performed using the R packages "lavaan"[@R45] to conduct CFA and "semTools"[@R46] to compute omega coefficients. We tested whether the assumed correlated 3-second order factor model incorporating 9-first order factors of the DPI could be confirmed. Each first order factor encompassed 12 items.

### Goodness of Fit

We report the absolute fit measures χ^2^, root mean residual square (RMR), and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) that represent the discrepancy between the observed and model implied covariance matrices. We included the χ^2^/*df* ratio (ie, normed χ^2^) because the χ^2^ statistic is sensitive to sample size, whereas the normed χ^2^ is adjusted for the number of degrees of freedom. Furthermore, we included the comparative fit index (CFI), which represents the proportion of improvement in fit compared with a null model, where the covariances among the observed variables are all assumed to be 0. We included CFI as it is an often reported measure of fit, although the appropriateness of using null models as comparative baselines has been questioned and RMSEA seems to be preferred over CFI (eg, Rigdon[@R47]). General guidelines indicate that, for reasonable model fit, the χ^2^/*df* ratio should be in the range of 2 to 3 or less, RMR and RMSEA should be \<0.08 and CFI \>0.90.[@R48],[@R49] For the individual factor loadings, we used cut-off values of 0.30 and 0.40 as the minimum level of practical significance.[@R50],[@R51]

### Test-retest Reliability

Test-retest reliability was expressed by intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), using a 2-way mixed model, single measure, absolute agreement. We interpreted ICC according to the rules of thumb of Landis and Koch[@R52]: ICC\<0.00=poor, 0.00 to 0.20=slight, 0.21 to 0.40=fair, 0.41 to 0.60=moderate, 0.61 to 0.80=substantial, and 0.81 to 1.00=almost perfect.

### Concurrent Validity

Concurrent validity was investigated by testing univariate mean differences with *t* tests on all DPI scales and clusters of scales between the PD patient sample and the matched subsample of healthy controls. Effect size was expressed as Cohen *d*[@R53] and interpreted according to the standard rules of thumb with 0.20=small, 0.50=medium, and 0.80=large.

### Convergent and Discriminant Validity

Finally, convergent and discriminant validity were examined using Pearson correlations between all subscales of the DPI and related self-report measures, namely, the SIPP-118, the PDQ-4+, and the OQ-45. Strength of the linear relationship was interpreted according to Cohen's criteria,[@R53] with 0.10=small, 0.30=moderate, and 0.50=large. All of the analyses, except for the CFA and omega coefficient, were conducted with IBM SPSS (version 23) statistical software.

RESULTS
=======

Internal Consistency and Test-retest Reliability
------------------------------------------------

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows internal consistency reliability of the 9 hierarchically ordered DP levels and the 3 clusters of DP levels (Primitive, Neurotic, and Adaptive). In the healthy control sample (N*=*228) and in the matched healthy control subsample (n=79), all developmental levels showed acceptable (\>0.70) to good (\>0.80) internal consistency. All 3 clusters showed high values of α, around 0.90. In the PD sample (N=179), internal consistency was acceptable to good for almost all levels and clusters of levels. The level of *Resistance* was the only exception, with an α just below the threshold of 0.70.

###### 

Cronbach α, McDonald Omega (ω~h~) and Item-Rest Correlations (*rir*) for the Developmental Profile Inventory Scales in the Healthy Control Sample, the Matched Control Subsample, and the Sample With Personality Disorders (PD Sample)
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Mean item-rest correlations (*rir*) were good for all levels and clusters in all samples with values between 0.30 and 0.50. Most items showed *rir*\>0.20, not more than 2 items per developmental level showed values of *rir*\<0.20. In the PD sample, four items showed *rir*\<0.10, which showed fair to good *rir* in the control sample (range: 0.17 to 0.38, median=0.23). In the control subsample, one item (question 19) had an unsatisfactory *rir* (0.04), whereas in the PD sample the *rir* for this item was fair (0.20).

Omega was closely in line with alpha, with the exception of *Resistance*, which showed an omega value in the PD sample that was far below the threshold of 0.70. In general, omega values were acceptable to good, which indicates the DPI scales reflect homogeneous constructs, and furthermore, that each of the 3 clusters (ie, Primitive, Neurotic, and Adaptive), can be considered underlying hierarchical factors. These results indicate adequate internal consistency and composite reliability, and can be interpreted as a first indication of adequate construct validity.

The theory underlying the DPI items, that there are 3 clusters, with 3 levels in each cluster, was tested by means of CFA. A correlated 3-second order factor model incorporating 9-first order factors was defined, in which each first order factor encompassed 12 items. The fit of the CFA model was χ^2^~5662~=13401.74, *P*\<0.001; χ^2^/*df*=2.37; RMSEA=0.060, 90% confidence interval=0.058-0.061; RMR=0.078; and CFI=0.630, indicating that DPI is acceptable with respect to absolute fit, but is far below threshold with respect to comparative fit. This means that the hypothesized organization of items in the DPI is empirically demonstrable, although the outcomes are mixed. Standardized factor loadings are summarized in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Summary of Standardized Factor Loadings for the Correlated 3-Second Order 9-Factor Confirmatory Factor Analysis Model in the Combined Personality Disorder and Control Sample (N=384)
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All of the factors had over 80% of items with standardized factor loadings \>0.30, and at least 75% loadings \>0.40. This is indicative of an adequate construct validity. The 3 most ill-fitting items were "I've done bad things, that just happens, you can't do anything about it" (*Lack of Structure*, loading=0.07), "I put criticism to one side" (*Egocentricity*, loading=0.10), and "As soon as I notice any form of injustice, I revolt" (*Resistance*, loading=0.17). Modification indices showed that fit for these items could be improved by allowing cross loadings on, respectively, *Egocentricity*, *Resistance*, and again *Egocentricity*, meaning that these items show overlap with these constructs.

Both the Primitive and the Neurotic factors were, as expected, negatively correlated with the Adaptive factor (*r*=−0.74, *P*\<0.001, and *r*=−0.71, *P*\<0.001, respectively). The Neurotic and Primitive factors showed a high positive intercorrelation, *r*=0.95, *P*\<0.001, which indicates that the distinction between these 2 maladaptive clusters is less clear.

Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows the test-retest reliability for all DPI scales within an interval of 13 to 37 days in a control sample and a PD sample. In both samples, test-retest reliability of all subscales and clusters was good to excellent, with median ICC levels of 0.86 in the control sample and 0.81 in the PD sample, indicating robustness and no short-term state pollution.

###### 

Test-retest Reliability, ICC, for the Developmental Profile Inventory Scales in the Healthy Control Sample and the PD Sample
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Concurrent Validity
-------------------

The mean DP level scores and standard deviations for the PD sample and the matched control sample are reported in Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. All between-group differences were significant (*P*\<0.001), except for the level of *Egocentricity* on which patients with PD were not distinguished from healthy controls. As hypothesized, healthy controls reported higher levels of adaptive characteristics and lower levels of maladaptive characteristics compared with patients with PD. The median effect size (*d*) for the difference between the PD sample and the control sample was 1.39, indicating large effect sizes and good concurrent validity.

###### 

Average Scores Per DPI Scale in the Matched Healthy Control Subsample and the PD Sample
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Convergent and Discriminant Validity
------------------------------------

Convergent validity was explored with Pearson correlation coefficients between developmental levels and the PDQ-4+ total score and the specific DSM PD symptom counts (Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). Correlations with the 5 higher-order domains of the SIPP-118 were also computed and are reported in the text below. Finally, discriminant validity was examined with the correlations between the developmental levels and the OQ-45 total score (Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Correlations Among the DPI, the PDQ-4+ Syndromes and Total Score and the OQ-45 Total Score (N=98)
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First, convergent validity coefficients regarding the PDQ-4 symptom counts were inspected. As can be seen, all PD symptom counts were significantly positively correlated with both maladaptive cluster scores (ie, Primitive cluster scores and Neurotic cluster scores). In contrast, some but not all of the PD symptom counts were significantly negatively correlated with the Adaptive cluster scores. More specifically, severe cluster A PDs (especially Schizotypal and Paranoid) showed strong correlations with the Primitive cluster. The same applies to the severe cluster B PDs (especially Borderline and Narcissistic), which also showed strong correlations with the Primitive cluster. The strongest correlations with the Neurotic cluster were present for PDQ-4+ Dependent and Avoidant PD. The DPI level scores showed correlations with the PD symptom counts that further differentiate between the PD syndromes. For example, Borderline PD demonstrated its strongest correlations (\>0.40) with *Lack of Structure* and *Fragmentation*; Dependent PD showed the strongest correlation (0.60) with *Dependence*; and Narcissistic PD showed the strongest correlations (\>0.47) with the levels of *Rivalry* and *Egocentricity*. These results are largely consistent with our expectations and theoretical understanding, although not all PD symptom counts showed significant negative correlations with the Adaptive cluster.

Second, most levels and clusters of levels showed, as predicted, moderate to high correlations with the PDQ-4+ total score, indicating that higher scores for all maladaptive levels were substantially related to a higher number of criteria for PD as measured with the PDQ-4+. In addition, higher scores for all adaptive levels were substantially related to a lower number of PDQ-4+ criteria for PD. In general, the predicted convergent validity coefficients with overall personality disturbance were confirmed, with moderate to large effect sizes, with the exception of the level *Generativity*.

Third, convergent validity coefficients regarding the SIPP-118 were calculated. All maladaptive levels showed negative correlations with all SIPP domains, with *r* ranging from −0.13 to −0.62, median=−0.39. Adaptive levels correlated positively with SIPP domains, with *r* ranging from 0.15 to 0.61, median=0.23), with, for example, strong correlations between Individuation and Identity Integration, *r*~96~=0.52, *P*\<0.01, and Solidarity showing strong correlations with both Relationship capacities, *r*~96~=0.61, *P*\<0.01 and Social Concordance *r*~96~=0.47, *P*\<0.01. Overall, the predicted convergent validity coefficients with the SIPP domains were confirmed, although the level *Generativity* showed the weakest correlations with the SIPP domains (*r* ranging from 0.15 to 0.23, median=0.20).

Finally, most DPI developmental levels showed small to moderate, but significant, correlations with the OQ-45 total score (Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}), indicating that higher scores for all maladaptive levels were related to higher levels of psychological problems and symptomatic distress, and higher scores for all adaptive levels were substantially related to a lower level of psychological problems. The fact that the absolute discriminant validity coefficients as indexed by the OQ-45 total score (median=0.29) were smaller in magnitude than the absolute convergent validity coefficients as indexed by the PDQ4+ total score (median=0.52) is indicative of satisfactory discriminant validity. As predicted, the DPI assesses characteristics that transcend mere symptom distress.

DISCUSSION
==========

This study investigated reliability and aspects of validity of the DPI, a 108-item self-report measure designed to assess adaptive as well as maladaptive patterns of psychodynamic personality functioning. The 9 subscales showed fair to good internal consistency (Cronbach α) in patients with PDs and sufficient to good reliability in normal controls. Moreover, all 3 clusters of subscales (Adaptive, Neurotic, and Primitive) showed good internal reliability. Furthermore, mean item-rest correlations (*rir*) were adequate in all samples for all levels and clusters. Values of the composite reliability (coefficient omega) were comparable to Cronbach α in both samples, with the exception of the level of Resistance in the PD sample. These results indicate adequate internal reliability, and are a preliminary indication of construct validity, although caution is warranted when interpreting individual scores on the DPI scales, in particular for the level of Resistance. In addition, short-term test-retest reliability was good in both samples, indicating the robustness of the DPI and limited state-pollution.

The hypothesized factorial structure of the DPI, with its 9 subscales organized in 3 clusters, as tested with a CFA correlated 3-second order factor model incorporating 9-first order factors, was partly confirmed. The outcomes of model fit were mixed: absolute fit was adequate, whereas comparative fit was far below threshold, with, on the other hand, an overall satisfactory pattern of factor loadings.

In addition, subsequent levels and clusters of levels discriminated significantly between patients with PDs and normal controls, except for the level of *Egocentricity*. As hypothesized, individuals from the general population reported higher levels of adaptive characteristics and lower levels of maladaptive characteristics compared with patients with PDs. The median effect size for the difference between the PD sample and the control sample was large, which is a first indication of concurrent validity, although more research is necessary to determine whether the DPI distinguishes patients with PDs from non-PD patients with psychological problems.

The results of the current study provide support for the discriminant and convergent validity of the DPI. In general, the developmental levels and clusters of levels were shown to converge adequately with related self-report measures, namely, the PDQ-4+ and the SIPP-118. An exception was the level of *Generativity*, which showed relatively small correlations with both instruments. *Generativity* refers to care for others and society in general. An explanation of the relatively weak association might be that the SIPP-118 and PDQ-4+ do not capture these mature aspects of personality functioning. The fact that discriminant validity correlations of the DPI with the OQ-45 were, in general, smaller than the convergent validity coefficients indicates that the DPI explains additional variance in personality pathology rather than mere symptom distress.

Although the DPI discriminated patients and healthy controls in a meaningful way, the PD sample scores did not differ from healthy controls with respect to the level of *Egocentricity*. This finding is consistent with earlier findings concerning the DP interview data.[@R26] Similar scorings on *Egocentricity* in healthy controls and PD patients might reflect the question to what extent functioning at a narcissistic level is strictly related only to maladaptive functioning. Some studies have found indications that narcissistic perceptions of the self are also related to psychological health and generate a protective value for self-esteem dysregulation.[@R54] Also, from a clinical point of view, narcissism has been described as a dimension that spans the broadest spectrum of severity of personality pathology, ranging from almost healthy functioning to severe psychosocial disrupting behavioral patterns.[@R55]

Limitations and Strengths
-------------------------

This study had the typical limitations of an initial, smaller scale, validation study. First, the DPI was administered in only 2 samples, both limited in size. Both samples were combined to allow CFA, which limits the generalizabilty of results and prohibits cross-validation of alternative factor models. Consequently, this study did not allow strategies to improve model fit by, for instance, discarding items or allowing related items to have correlated errors based on modification indices. Future research needs to focus on CFA in larger samples to establish construct validity at the item-level and in different populations.

Second, within the cross-sectional study, we administered the DPI only once. Future research should have a longitudinal design to investigate, for instance, the predictive value of the DPI in monitoring treatment outcome. Third, additional validation of the DPI across a wider range of clinical samples, for instance psychiatric outpatients without PD or in a forensic subsample, is needed to further provide generalizability. Finally, in line with, for instance, studies into correspondence between interview measures and self-report measures of the same model,[@R56] correspondence between the DPI and the DP interview-version of the measure still needs to be established. Future research should demonstrate the utility of the DPI as a screener for the DP interview. Finally, the added value of the DPI compared with measures that are designed to measure problems with personality functioning as operationalized in the Alternative DSM-5 model (ie, by self report with the LPFS-SR[@R19] or the LPFS Brief Form[@R20]; or by clinical interview, ie, STiP-5.1[@R13] or the recently introduced Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-5 Alternative Model for Personality Disorders; SCID-5-AMPD[@R57]) needs to be investigated.

Merits of the DPI are, first, the explicit distinction of both adaptive as well as maladaptive levels of psychodynamic functioning. In the DPI, both types of functioning are complementary within a single comprehensive strength-weakness analysis. This appears to be a clinically useful property, especially in personality assessment of complex cases. In particular, when little is known about their structural organization, patients' level of personality functioning is at risk of being overestimated or underestimated, resulting in inappropriate treatment allocation.[@R8] Diagnostic assessment of personality pathology on a descriptive level (as in DSM-IV and DSM-5 Section II) seems insufficient for indicating psychotherapy, because it offers too little information about both strengths and impairments in personality functioning. As psychodynamic assessment procedures, such as the DPI, provide complementary information about the level of personality functioning, they seem more suitable for treatment allocation, especially indication for psychotherapy.

Second, the hierarchical, dimensional organization of the developmental levels, ranging from primitive maladaptive functioning to adaptive mature functioning, enables a clinically relevant assessment of a client's overall level of personality functioning, which is in line with the Alternative DSM-5 Model for PDs (Section III). In addition, the DPI has the advantage of measuring both pathologic and healthy aspects of personality separately.

CONCLUSION
==========

The results of this DPI study indicate adequate reliability and validity. The results can be considered in agreement with psychoanalytic developmental theories that assume hierarchical levels of structural personality organization and distinguish healthy personality characteristics, neurotic personality functioning, and underlying primitive (borderline or psychotic) vulnerabilities and deficits.[@R4],[@R58]

The DPI is easy and efficient to administer and offers a simple method for assessing clinically relevant psychodynamic themes, supporting diagnosis and treatment planning. Because of its easy application, the DPI may also serve to measure patients' progress during treatment. The DPI, which charts not only the decrease of pathological functioning but also the increase of adaptive capabilities, may as such be helpful during the therapy process to reformulate and differentiate individual goals for the patient. This use of the DPI is supported by the good test-retest reliability, although more research into treatment effect sizes is necessary.

The results of this study indicate that the DPI is a promising self-report measure for the assessment of psychodynamic personality functioning. Because the DPI showed appropriate initial psychometric properties, a more formal test of construct validity and predictive validity in broader clinical settings is warranted.
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